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We are humans and citizens of the world. 
We inherited life on earth’s care and its destiny.

Governmental organisations have proven their inefficiency  
to prevent the ongoing ecological catastrophe.  
Our movement was created, managed and moderated  
by citizen and for citizen.

Our goal is to federate.

We want to carry citizen’s voice outside of the usual  
ballot system. Once our demands become ubiquitous,  
politicians, industrials and finance companies  
will not be able to ignore them.

We are legions.

Our collective isn’t ideological, it’s a survival need.  
We have no interest in personal stakes.  
Our only ambition is to protect our most precious  
common good.  
We are benevolent and pacifists.  
We are determined.  
Our action is participative.  
We refuse any appropriation. 
We are non-partisan and autonomous.

We are driven. We support individual  
and collective actions as they are both essential,  
completing each other.

It’s time to wake up and create another world.  
Let’s get together, let’s do it!

Life on earth and our children’s fate is in our hands!
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ABOUT US1
Citizens for Climate is a citizen 
movement born in August 2018, 
following the resignation of the 
French ex-Minister of ecological and 
solidary transition, Nicolas Hulot.

The leave of this emblematic figure was a real shock for French citizens. 
When such an influential and committed environmental leader gives up 
against politicians, lobbies and the excesses of capitalism, the situation  
is critical. Mr Hulot’s resignation stands as a desperate call to all humans  
to save our Mother Earth.

Our philosophy
Citizens for Climate is a pacifist, 
apolitical, sustainable, non-sectarian 
and non-profit movement.

We claim our independence  
from any political or ideological 
organisation.

Our citizens members
The collective is made up of free 
and equal citizens, no distinction is 
made on social, ethnical, ideological, 
political or religious background.

Active members collaborate in a democratic way and act  
together consciously and responsibly as volunteers.  
All participate and express themselves freely, with the  
mission to work towards ecological progress.

Our goals
Inform, raise awareness and bring together an ever  
growing number of citizens to the climate cause. 

Promote ideas, tangible actions and sustainable  
solutions to fight climate change.

Create a true, united, determined, committed  
and unbreakable citizens movement.

Spread our actions and lobby on politics and economy leaders  
still refusing to work in favor of an ecological transition.

The French “Citizens for Climate” 
aims to spread globally and join 
other national movements to bring 
together citizens all around the 
world. 

Because we are all together the 
one and only nation, and our future 
is unalterably related to Earth’s 
destiny.

The way we work
Local groups are completely free to implement any action they want and can 
rely on working groups teams to help with communication, logistics and to 
relay and support their actions.

« Created by citizens, managed by citizens, for citizens »
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“ It’s time to put “collective freedom” first! ” Djéy

“ If we could shout out loud, scream.  
So strong. For the world to rise.” 

Lilie
“ The awareness is more  

relevant than ever.” 
Annick

“ We will not go back. 
But it is urgent to prepare for life with  

all the changes that are going to happen.” 
Macha

“ Let’s go, we’re  
on the right track! ” Elo

“ We do not need experts to understand that  
a system based on infinite growth in a limited  

space is not sustainable.” Benjamin

“ If we want to find ways to deal with the 
collapse of the living and the 6th mass 

extinction, we must seriously stop tiptoeing 
facing some abuse.” Joël

“ We have to show the 
whole world the climate 

alarm will ring all over the 
planet my friends ! ” Jan

“ Because tomorrow  is here and now. ” Sabine

“ Call upon our relatives, friends, colleagues  
and harass our politics ” Véronique

“ Decarbonize our 

job, decarbonize our 

hobbies! ” Isabelle

“ Let’s get involved in 
every project that will give 

us back the ownership  
of our actions ” 

Cécile

“ Less goods, more links, more time, 
more meaning.” France

ONE GOAL :  
ALLOW CITIZEN TO SPEAK

«  Time is running out » !  All citizens gathered in this movement share 
this belief. Appalled and outraged, all citizens are rising up against 
what could become the future of our planet. Even if scattered all over 
France not knowing each other in real life, they still decided to resist. 
They first walked all together in September, then in October. Now 
they’re getting organised thanks to social media. Sharing, discussing, 
working together to finally create a true cohesion, driven by the belief 
that a balanced, fair and environmentally sustainable world is possible.

FOCUS

“ We need to keep faith, think about climate protests, think about all these 
organisations : zero waste, “Nous voulons des coquelicots” ( We want poppies), 
the Colibris ( Hummingbirds), Incroyables Comestibles ( Incredible Edibles), 
Alternatiba, local currencies organisations... Everywhere citizens act and rally 
outside historical political circles. Everyday more and more people change their 
habits and this is happening all over the world! ” Nicolas

“ It’s up to [us] all to change our way of life. ” Lilie

“ What brought awareness to all of us? Perhaps  
the answer to this question could help us think as  
others would, to find ways to convince them. ” Domie
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Invited by Nicolas Demorand and 
Léa Salamé on France Inter radio, 
ecological and solidary transition 
ex-minister, Nicolas Hulot, made his 
resignation public on 28th of August 
2018. 

Two days later, ten environmental 
organisations called out to 
Emmanuel Macron about the need 
of a “burst” from the government’s 
environmental policy. The signatory 
charities are: The Fund for Nature 
and Humanity (La Fondation 
pour la Nature et l’Homme), Act 
for the environment (Agir pour 
l’environnement), France Nature 
Environment (France Nature 
Environnement), Future Generations 
(Générations Futures), The Earth’s 
Friends (Les Amis de la Terre), 
Nuclear Phase-out (Sortir du 
Nucléaire), The Citizens’ action for 
Nuclear disarmament (Action des 
Citoyens pour le Désarmement 
nucléaire), The Federation for the 

protection of the 
wildlife (L’Association pour la 
Protection des Animaux Sauvages), 
Energy Shift (Virage Energies), 
and the National Society for the 
Protection of Nature (Société 
Nationale de Protection de la Nature).

At the same time, a civic initiative is 
growing. On Facebook, an initiative 
is being more and more followed 
and shared. It is the call for a march 
for climate that Maxime Lelong has 
launched as a humble citizen. In a 
few hours, more than 15,000 people 
joined the event to take part in a 
march in Paris on 8th September, 
70,000 people claimed they were 
interested. The initiative is then 
followed and passed by many local 
groups across the country. 

From this point, the citizen movement 
was born. The 8th of September 
protest brought together more than 
100,000 people in France.  

This awareness, obviously does not 
date back to August 2018.  
In 1972, the Club of Rome’s report 
already warned about the exponential 
exploitation of finite resources and 
the degradation of the environment. 
In 1987, the notion of sustainable 
development was born.  
During the following years, many 
Earth Summits were held and the 
COP1 took place in 1995 (Conference 
of the Parties).  
Yet nothing has changed, or so little.

THE CHRONOLOGY OF A 

CITIZEN MOVEMENT

 A CITIZEN    ACTION’S GENESIS
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A first march is organised, the  
CLIMATE MARCH following journalist 
Maxime Lelong’s call.  

The protest’s date is chosen to match 
with the worldwide day of action   
RISE FOR CLIMATE organised by 
several NGOs.

A Facebook group AFTER THE 
CLIMATE MARCH is created in order to 
pursue this civic momentum. 

The idea of a monthly march is  
already emerging.

The Facebook group keeps growing, 
a call is made to find moderators with 
a very clear message: it has to stay a 
citizens group at all costs. 

The second march’s date is set on the 
13th of October, with the name MORE 
THAN A CLIMATE MARCH.

A call for local groups is made.  Framacalc, an online collaborative 
spreadsheet, is made available to the 
local groups.

The Facebook group AFTER THE CLIMATE MARCH launches 
# il est encore temps (it is still time). 

A Discord group is created in order to improve the workflow  
among CITIZENS FOR CLIMATE’s team members.

September 8

2018

September 9

September 16

September 17

September 18

September 19
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The march MORE THAN A CLIMATE 
MARCH took place in more than 86 

cities across France and Europe.  

130,000 people got together in  
the streets in a festive, familial 

and peaceful atmosphere.

Decision was made that December’s actions named CLIMATE ALARM, 
 would happen during the COP24 on the 8th of December  

in several cities in France, Europe and all around the world.

The CLIMATE ALARM event  
brought together 230,000  

people in 135 cities in  
France and 23 countries  

around the world.

The CLIMATE ACTION weekend 
gathered 150,000 people in 120 cities 

in France and 7 countries.

October 7

October 13

October 21

December 8

January 26&27

The 13th of October’s mobilisation 
counted 79 marches and  

gatherings. Stickers for each 
 town were created by Yacine  

Ait Kaci, creator of the little  
man Elyx, ambassador  

mascot of the UN.

2019



@Isaline Moulin - PARIS

@Jean-Marc Zelwer - PARIS

@Jérémie Croidieu - PARIS

@Jérémie Croidieu - PARIS

@Jérémie Croidieu - PARIS

@Jean-Marc Zelwer - PARIS

LA MARCHE DU 8 SEPTEMBRE 2018
100 000 personnes dans toute la France.
100 000 marcheurs qui refusent l’état des choses actuel.
100 000 premiers initiateurs d’une prise de conscience que tout le pays, tous 
les pays, doivent embrasser. « Parce que la responsabilité est collégiale, [...] 
collective, [...] sociétale », pour reprendre les mots si justes de Monsieur 
Nicolas Hulot.

FOCUS

Le Monde -

« A “march for climate” meets an unexpected 
success on Facebook thanks to “the Hulot effect” »

 - 04.09.2018

Le Figaro -

« Citizens Climate marches on 
Saturday in Paris and the provinces »

 - 05.09.2018

La Croix -

« A climate march organised 
on Saturday 8th September »

 - 07.09.2018

Le Monde -

« Countrywide citizen 
mobilisation for climate »

 - 08.09.2018
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THE 8TH OF SEPTEMBER 2018’s MARCH
100, 000 people all over France 
100,000 demonstrators refusing things as they stand
100,000 originators of an awareness that, the whole country, all the countries, 
must embrace. 
“Because the responsibility is collegial, [...] collective, [...] societal”, to quote 
the accurate words of Mr Nicolas Hulot.

FOCUS



@Jules Mayrand - LILLE

@Thomas Lesobre - PARIS

@Jules Mayrand - LILLE

@Dimitri Fiori - SAINT-ETIENNE

@Dimitri Fiori - SAINT-ETIENNE

@Ax El - PARIS

@Ax El - PARIS

Le Monde -

« Climate: 80 citizens’ mobilisations 
planned in France and in Europe »

 - 12.10.2018

La Provence -

« Aix-en-Provence: Climate 
march huge mobilisation »

 - 13.10.2018

La Croix -

« Climate march, what 
lies behind their hopes »

 - 13.10.2018

Libération -

« Climate march :  
“It’s a starting wave” »

 - 14.10.2018
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THE 13TH OF OCTOBER 2018’S MARCH 
The mobilisation didn’t weaken after the 8th of October. 
On Saturday the 13th of October 2018, more than 86 marches took place 
across Europe. Once again, thousands of citizens showed their unfailing 
support to the climate cause. In Paris, many organisations gathered place 
de la République within the Citizen’s Forum, in order to meet, exchange 
and think about the future of the movement together. The afternoon was 
punctuated by Jean Jouzel, Cyril Dion and of the singer M’s speeches.

FOCUS

2



@Alexandre Marchi / MAXPPP

@ Jean Philippe Ksiasek LYON

@Veronique Arnould France 3 ROUEN

@ Stéphane Lagoutte Libe PARIS

KATOWICE (POLOGNE)

LUXEMBOURG (LUXEMBOURG)

PADOVA (ITALIE)

EDIMBURG (ÉCOSSE)

BARCELONE (ESPAGNE)

Le Progrès -

« A third march for climate in the 
middle of the festival of lights in Lyon »

 - 07.12.2018

Ouest France -

« Desire to bring climate and environment into 
local public debate filled the day with promises. »

 - 08.12.2018

La Nouvelle République -

« Second march for climate, 
Saturday, December 8th, in Niort. »

 - 04.12.2018

Le Figaro -

« We believe that the climate issues 
and social issues are linked. »

 - 04.12.2018

Le Monde -

« Saturday the 8th of December, ten 
thousand people took part in climate 
demonstrations in several cities in 
France ... chanting slogans calling for 
a common ground to fight for “climate 
change urgency” and “social emergency. »

 - 08.12.2018
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8th OF DECEMBER 2018 CLIMATE ALARM  
Climate emergency during COP24

The Climate Alarm mobilisations of December the 8th brought  
together more than 230,000 people Worldwide.  

135 cities in France and 23 countries came together during the COP 24 
(Conferences of the Parties) in Katowice, Poland, to sound the climate 
alarm and reaffirm the urgency to act. Citizens from the “yellow vests” 

movement peacefully joined the mobilisation.”

FOCUS



@Ax El - PARIS

@Ax El - PARIS

Le Monde - 27 janvier

Grab your trees, citizens! : « Thousands of people 
have demonstrated for climate. Participants from 
all ages, amongst which many families, marched 
Sunday across France against the inaction of states 
and societies in the face of global warming.  »

- 27.01.2019

France 3 - TV news 19/20

Environment: mobilizations for climate in France : 
« Warm atmosphere in Toulouse, where 
participants were in swimsuits to warn about the 
climate emergency. People from Marseilles, well 
wrapped in, participated in a flashmob on the Old 
Port. All motionless for 5 minutes, just like the 
societies frozen in front of the announced disaster»

 - 27.01.2019

Le Parisien - 

Climate marches: Yellow vests and green vests: 
same fight. « Just a few meters away from the  
WWF and Greenpeace stands, Pascale is handing 
out leaflets of the Citizens for Climate movement, 
which she joined in December and now claims 
90,000 members on Facebook. This sales assistant 
was drawn to this iconoclastic gathering of people  
bent on protecting the planet but “non-
partisan” (refusing to be labelled as right or  
left sympathizers). »

 - 27.01.2019

January 26 & 27, 2019
On January 26 & 27, the fourth climate mobilisation since September of  
2018 gathered more than 150,000 people in 120 French cities and 7 
countries. Numerous marches, public forums, human chains, flashmobs 
and die-ins took place on that weekend, all around the world. After four 
months of rooting and reinforcement, the movement seems to have shifted  
towards taking action. New actions are planned on March 16 & 17.

FOCUS

L’info durable -

« In Paris, Stéphane Dierick, 
arrived with his three children and 
his wife, calls for multiplying small 
acts and gestures for climate. »

 - 27.01.2019
@Crédit photos CplC
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France Info - 

Mobilisation for climate. Civic rather than 
volunteer commitment. « Vincent Ospital 
is one of these citizens (...) his trigger was 
Nicolas Hulot’s resignation. (...) Vincent 
Ospital is now an active member of  
Versailles’s Citizens for Climate 
group. He would rather commit this 
way than join a big organisation. »

 - 27.01.2019

Libération -

Climate: 90 actions to take place in France this  
weekend. « A human chain in Lyon, and the same in  
Lille (...) in memory of the 1,700 deaths related to the 
peak of air pollution in the city last year. A political 
turnaround is needed for the fight against climate  
change and to protect the future of humanity and  
the planet. »

 - 23.01.2019

L’Humanité -

Mobilisations: against the inertia, they want climate to 
change. « At first it was about civic mobilisation, not 
only to make ourselves heard from the government, 
but also to unite people of good will in order to take 
action and stop enduring the inertia of our politicians. »

 - 23.01.2019

@Crédit photos CplC
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3 HOW WE WORK 
CITIZENS FOR CLIMATE

The citizens’ movement fervently works to organise and structure its action on a national 
level and with an international ambition in order that the citizens can co-build the future 
world. The following tools have been implemented with this aim:

Discord enables people to 
work together to conduct 
awareness campaigns and 
suggest measures to fight 
against climate change.

Discord is an online free 
software enabling to 
organise salons on the 
server, within which people 
can exchange in writing 
or orally. Regarding the 
Citizens for Climate server, 
those chatrooms have 
been turned into work 
groups shared between 
hubs (Internal organisation, 
Communication, Internal/
external coordination 
- information, Citizens 
initiatives lab, Local groups 
and International groups). 
On top of these hubs, there 
are chatrooms to welcome 
new-comers in order to 
guide and familiarise them 
with the tool and how the 
server works, as well as 

“local groups” channels 
(one for each town who 
showed interest into 
interacting through the 
platform).

Anyone joining the server 
can be guided and helped 
with messages to show 
him/her the process 
and how to get involved.
Every user must read and 
accept the “terms of use 
and behavior policies” in 
order to keep interaction 
peaceful, welcoming and 
benevolent.According 
to his/her skills, the new 
member can ask to join 
one or several working 
groups. Interactions on 
Discord can be made by 
writing in a discussion 
thread or in vocal chatroom 
using headphones and a 
microphone.

 

Each work group functions 
in a horizontal way. 
Each active member can 
give his/her ideas and 
opinions, with respect 
and benevolence, which 
are then discussed and 
approved, according to 
their importance, by the 
majority of the group. 
There is a point of contact 
in every work group to 
organise and lead the 
ongoing works. The point 
of contact also transmits 
information and/or 
questions to the other work 
groups through the other 
points of contact.

Therefore, Discord is the 
digital work space of 
the citizens who want to 
encourage change and to 
speed up the ecological 
transition.

The collective structure enables each motivated citizen to find his/her place  
by helping with the work done on Discord and/or by joining the actions already  
started by existing organisations.

www.citoyenspourleclimat.org/nousrejoindre

The Facebook group CITOYENS POUR LE CLIMAT 
# CITIZENS FOR CLIMATE and the creation of the 
social networks Instagram and Twitter.  
 
The social networks are handled by a team of 

administrators and moderators:

Implementation of a platform to think together  
about our organisation, our communication and  
our actions along with collaborative working  
groups on Discord:

#citizens for climate #citoyens pour le climat

FACEBOOK.com/groups/1630479090389945/
TWITTER.com/CPLCFrance
INSTAGRAM.com/citizens.for.climate.official/
YOUTUBE.com/channel/UC2DZgtxt2qYhsJRUeWqd19Q
LINKEDIN.com/company/citoyens-pour-le-climat/
SNAPCHAT.com/add/cplc.officiel

DISCORD.gg/44RPdNs

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1630479090389945/
http://twitter.com/CPLCFrance
https://linkedin.com/company/citoyens-pour-le-climat/
https://www.snapchat.com/add/cplc.officiel
https://discord.gg/44RPdNs
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Unesco affiliated organisation 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf9Cvl3fXAkbzPI4hU2pEeQ

4

The Earth system is changed.  
The younger generation will have to adapt.

What is LITTLE CITIZENS FOR CLIMATE :

ACT 
with testimonials from 
young people who move in 
every corner of the globe.

LEARN 
with scientists and 
technicians who bring to 
our youth solutions for a 
true ecological revolution.

EXCHANGE  
on a friendly digital 
medium for our young 
people, parents and 
teachers.

Ambassadors, aged 12 to 18, motivated and involved in the environmental defense for a 
long time, are dedicated to the awakening of the youngest, empower them, make them 
want to mobilize to take charge and become ambassadors in their turn.

Because the environmental cause is universal ... 
And that adaptation to change is vital...

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf9Cvl3fXAkbzPI4hU2pEeQ
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And others still in preparation

4

CLIMATE ACTION WEEKENDClimate Action in France,  
Belgium, England, ... JANUARY 26-27
https://www.facebook.com/events/2175890042675185/

VALENTINE’S DAYLove letter to my planet FEBRUARY 14

APRIL

Summit on Ecology in Metz
MAY

 

SUMMER

  

OCTOBER
 

 

  NOVEMBER  

EARTH STRIKEEarth Overshoot Day 

Climate Camp

G7 in Biarritz + possibility of a One Planet 
Summit that will be organized around this. 
Public meeting soon to organize

Summer University of Climate Future

AUGUST 1

EARTH STRIKE
UNO Summit for sustainable 
development 

World Day for the Refusal of poverty

Festival of Solidarities

Celebration of Possibilities

Project of Multinational companies treaty 
for Human and Environmental Rights

SEPTEMBER
29

7

STUDENT MOBILISATION DAY

ACTION DAY

Youth strike (Greta Thunberg’s call) 

Climate walks to be built with 
organizations 

15

MARCH

WORLD WATER DAYInternational Climate Actions 22

16

2019 ACTIONS

Walk for Biodiversity (Metz)9

EARTH’S WORLD DAYMarseilles launches a climate festival 22

CLIMAPERO, in Marseilles27

CliMars Festival in Marseilles28

5-6

EUROPEAN ELECTIONSAction 25-26


